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 really? when i start ubuntu i get like 250hz video when i put it on high it goes to 240 what does that mean will it set a lower framebuffer or something? yea that'S weird. i never read anything about that i'D let it run for a few days. maybe some newer driver will come out? k i will just go over to that channel and let it know you're not alone thx np i think it's a bug in the driver itself. It's not supposed to
do that. yea i just found that this time but i have seen it before every time i run the live cd it does this what do you mean every time? everytime i run the live cd it does this its just on my toshiba oh, i have no idea. Try looking if there's a bugreport, maybe there's a fix en1gma: I have same problem, just go to the phoronix forums to get the official toshiba support i did...but im not really sure they know
much about it because they are more of toshiba linux dev right. So go to the toshiba forums and report the bug. ok....ill go see i want to report it in launchpad is that ok i think it's a bug, i've not had it myself, but i think it has to do with your graphics card. yea well its a intel mobile 945gm if you can find a bugreport, you'll have it fixed. which version of ubuntu should i install? thats a better question....i
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